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Abstract
Objective: The study examined differences between induced error- related theta 
activity (4–7 Hz) and error- related negativity (ERN) in youth and their unique 
associations with task performance as well as anxiety and worry during real- life 
stress a year later. We hypothesized that induced theta, but not the ERN, would 
predict task performance. We also hypothesized that induced theta would predict 
less anxiety and worries during situational stress a year later, while ERN would 
predict more anxiety and worries.
Method: Participants included 76 children aged 8–13 years who completed a 
flanker task while electroencephalogram (EEG) and behavioral data (t0) were 
collected. Approximately 1 year later (t1), during the first COVID- 19 lockdown, 
40 families from the original sample completed a battery of online questionnaires 
to assess the children's stress- related symptoms (anxiety, negative emotions and 
worries). We employed an analytical method that allowed us to differentiate be-
tween induced error- related theta and the evoked ERN.
Results: Induced error- related theta, but not ERN, was associated with behavio-
ral changes during the task, such as post- error speeding. Furthermore, induced 
error- related theta, but not ERN, was prospectively associated with less anxiety, 
worries, and fewer negative emotions a year later during COVID- 19 lockdown.
Conclusions: Findings suggest ERN and error- related theta are dissociable pro-
cesses reflecting error monitoring in youth. Specifically, induced error- related 
theta is more robustly associated with changes in behavior in the laboratory and 
with less anxiety and worries in real- world settings.
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1  |  INTRODUCTION

Cognitive control refers to a set of neurocognitive abilities 
enabling individuals to monitor performance, facilitat-
ing optimal responses to changing or unfavorable circum-
stances/feedback (Cohen,  2014). An essential component 
of cognitive control is error monitoring (Taylor et al., 2007; 
Ullsperger et  al.,  2014) or the ability to self- monitor per-
formance and detect when one deviates from task goals 
by committing an error. Error monitoring develops across 
childhood and adolescence (Buzzell, Richards, et al., 2017; 
Davies et  al.,  2004; Luna,  2009; Tamnes et  al.,  2013) and 
is thought to support goal- directed behavior by triggering 
changes in control allocation and/or shifting behavioral 
strategies (Danielmeier & Ullsperger,  2011; Wessel,  2018). 
At the electrophysiological level, error monitoring can be 
indexed by error- related changes in EEG activity recorded 
over the mediofrontal cortex via the error- related negativity 
(ERN) event- related potential (ERP) in the time domain, or 
error- related increases in 4–7 Hz ‘theta’ oscillations within 
the time- frequency domain. However, prior work investi-
gating the role of error monitoring in anxiety has focused 
almost exclusively on ERN, demonstrating error monitor-
ing is enhanced in youth and adults with anxiety (although 
the direction of this association may be reversed in young 
children, e.g., Meyer et al., 2012). Enhanced ERN (i.e., more 
negative) predicts concurrent and prospective anxiety lev-
els, including risk for anxiety following stressful life events 
(Meyer, Danielson, et al., 2017), such as the COVID- 19 pan-
demic (Morales et al., 2022). Yet the ERN represents only 
one method of analyzing error- related EEG, and limited 
work investigates how error- related theta relates to anxiety 
in youth. This represents a critical gap in the literature, as 
emerging work suggests error- related theta more robustly 
predicts behavioral changes than ERN (Beatty et al., 2020, 
2021; Valadez & Simons, 2018; Weinberg et al., 2012). Thus, 
work is needed to directly investigate whether and how 
error- related theta in youth relates to in- task behavioral per-
formance and to their anxiety and worry levels in response 
to real- world situations. To these ends, the current study em-
ployed a peri- adolescent sample of youth (aged 8–13 years) 
to investigate the ERN and error- related theta in relation 
to: (1) behavioral changes within a concurrent laboratory 
task; (2) levels of anxiety and worries 1 year later during the 
COVID- 19 pandemic, a real- world stressful situation.

Abundant developmental research has examined the 
association between the ERN elicited during a laboratory 
task and clinical characteristics, establishing the notion 
that anxiety is associated with enhanced error monitor-
ing, at least when error monitoring is indexed via ERN 
(Buzzell et al., 2018; Fox et al., 2021; Meyer, 2022; Moser 
et al., 2013). Clinically anxious youth exhibit larger mag-
nitude (i.e., more negative) ERN than non- anxious youth 

(for a review, see Meyer, 2017). Moreover, more negative 
ERN prospectively predicts anxiety disorder onset (Meyer, 
Nelson, et al., 2018) and increased symptom levels among 
clinically anxious youth across development (Meyer 
et al., 2021). Finally, more negative ERN during childhood 
or adolescence is linked to increased anxiety symptom lev-
els when coping with future real- life stressful events, such 
as a natural disaster (Meyer, Danielson, et al., 2017) or the 
COVID- 19 pandemic (Morales et al., 2022). Interestingly, 
larger ERN is more closely related to increase in worry and 
concerns about performance in anxiety disorders when 
assessed in a standard laboratory setting (Buzzell, Troller- 
Renfree, et al., 2017; Moser et al., 2013; Niu et al., 2023).

The ERN reflects mediofrontal EEG activity that could be 
explained, at least partially, by the phase- locking of 4–7 Hz 
theta band oscillations (‘evoked’ activity) in response to er-
rors (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014; Luu et al., 2004; Trujillo & 
Allen, 2007). In contrast, error- related theta power is typically 
derived in a way that captures both phase- locked (‘evoked’) 
and non- phase- locked (‘induced’) theta band activity in re-
sponse to errors. When computed in this way, error- related 
theta power is sometimes referred to as ‘total’ power, as it 
is comprised of both phase- locked and non- phase- locked 
theta activity (Cohen,  2014). Thus, error- related (‘total’) 
theta power contains unique information absent from the 
ERN signal. Indeed, emerging work has identified dissocia-
tions in the functional roles of ERN and error- related theta 
power. While error- related theta power tends to more ro-
bustly predict changes in behavior (response time and/or ac-
curacy) following errors, ERN is less consistently associated 
with such changes in post- error behavior within and across 
studies (Valadez & Simons,  2018; Weinberg et  al.,  2012). 
Extending this line of inquiry, two recent studies (Beatty 
et al., 2020, 2021) employed a signal processing technique 
allowing isolated measurement of the non- phase- locked 
(‘induced’) aspects of error- related theta power, after first 
removing all phase- locked activity shared with the ERN (for 
further details, see Cohen & Donner, 2013). This approach 
allowed, first, the isolation of the unique information pres-
ent in the error- related theta power dynamics and, second, 
a more direct test of whether the phase- locked ERN or 
the non- phase- locked error- related theta power was more 
closely associated with changes in behavior. Consistent with 
prior work, error- related theta more robustly related to post- 
error behavioral dynamics than ERN (Beatty et  al.,  2020, 
2021). Collectively, these findings reinforce the notion that 
ERN and error- related theta reflect dissociable aspects of 
error monitoring.

Despite recent progress distinguishing how ERN and 
error- related theta relate to changes in behavior, two un-
answered questions remain. First, as such work has been 
performed almost exclusively in adult samples, it is un-
clear whether ERN and error- related theta also exhibit 
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differential associations with post- error behavior in youth. 
Second, if the ERN and error- related theta differentially 
relate to in- task changes in behavior, this naturally leads 
to the question of whether they also differentially relate 
to risk for anxiety and worries. For example, prior work 
demonstrates that enhanced (i.e., more negative) ERN is 
a risk factor for increased anxiety in the context of stress-
ful life events (Meyer, Danielson, et  al.,  2017; Morales 
et  al.,  2022). However, if error- related theta is more 
closely tied to positive responding, then it may serve as 
a protective factor (e.g., through associations with help-
ful coping strategies), not a risk factor for anxiety. In fact, 
recent work found error- related theta can be a protec-
tive factor against general psychopathology risk (Buzzell 
et al., 2020). However, limited work has investigated the 
role of error- related theta in predicting risk for anxiety 
symptomology in general or in response to stressful life 
events in particular.

To investigate these issues, we collected a community 
sample of youth aged 8–13 years. In the current study, we 
followed this sample for 1 year. The baseline (t0) assess-
ment involved EEG and behavioral data collection in the 
laboratory, along with collection of parents' self- reports 
of the children's levels of anxiety symptoms. The second 
time point (t1) was approximately 1 year later, during the 
first COVID- 19 lockdown in Israel, a stressful event char-
acterized by increased worry, anxiety, and uncertainty 
(Nearchou et al., 2020; Perl et al., 2021; Samji et al., 2022). 
T1 measurements included parent- report questionnaires 
to assess their children's anxiety, stress- related symptoms, 
worries, and negative emotions. We aimed to differenti-
ate between induced error- related theta- band activity 
and ERN and to examine the unique association between 
each measure and task performance first in the lab and 
then in the context of real- life stress during the lockdown. 
We hypothesized that induced error- related theta, not 
ERN, would be associated with changes in task behavior 
(changes in response time and/or accuracy), echoing re-
cent findings in adults. We also hypothesized that error- 
related induced theta at t0 would predict less anxiety and 
worries when coping with stress and uncertainty a year 
later at t1, while ERN would predict increment in worry, 
negative emotions, and levels of anxiety during real- life 
stress.

2  |  METHOD

2.1 | Participants

Seventy- six children aged 8 to 13 years (M = 10.45 years, 
SD = 1.49; 49.3% females) participated in the first 
(baseline) visit to the laboratory (t0), as part of a larger 

longitudinal study that examined the relationship be-
tween temperamental and neural characteristics in 
childhood and early adolescence and the onset of anxi-
ety disorders in mid-  and late adolescence. Participants 
were recruited through online advertisements on social 
media and by word of mouth. All participants completed 
an initial phone screening during which parents were 
asked about current or past psychiatric disorders. Those 
who reported no current/past psychiatric diagnoses, 
except of attention deficits (i.e., ADD/ADHD), were in-
vited to a lab visit. During t0, participants completed self- 
reported questionnaires and were interviewed using the 
semi- structured Anxiety Disorder Interview Schedule 
(ADIS- IV- P/C) to confirm they did not meet any diag-
nostic criteria for anxiety disorders, PTSD, OCD, mood 
disorders, ASD, eating disorders or psychotic spectrum 
disorders (Silverman & Albano, 1996). Only youth who 
did not meet current or past diagnoses were invited to 
participate in this longitudinal study. After the lab visit 
(t0), two participants were excluded because of behav-
ioral data recording issues, and another 11 were ex-
cluded for low behavioral performance (<50% overall 
accuracy). An additional eight were excluded from EEG 
analysis because of technical issues in the EEG (n = 3), 
noisy EEG data (n = 1), because they used psychotropic 
medication within 24 hours before their visit (n = 2), or 
because they did not have enough valid trials for reli-
able EEG indices (n = 2). Ultimately, 56 participants 
were included in the ERP analysis, 55 participants were 
included in the time- frequency analysis, and 63 partici-
pants in the behavioral analysis at t0. For detailed infor-
mation about participants excluded from the analyses at 
t0, see Table S1.

Approximately 1 year later (M = 13.84 months, 
SD = 4.72, range: 7.8–21 months), during the first 
COVID- 19 lockdown in Israel (March–April 2020), we 
approached 66 families who participated at t0, and whose 
children were at least 10 years old at t1. The age cutoff 
for participation was chosen to ensure all participants 
could understand and adequately complete the online 
questionnaires themselves. Forty families agreed to par-
ticipate and filled out a battery of online questionnaires 
(t1, M = 11.85 years, SD = 1.2; 40% females). No differences 
were observed between children who participated and 
those who declined to participate (t1) in levels of anxiety 
symptoms or EEG patterns measured during the first visit; 
all ps > .13. For detailed information, see Table S2.

For each visit (t0 and t1), participants received a modest 
gift card valued at approximately US$15 for compensation. 
The study procedure was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board of the university. The legal guardians of 
child participants signed a consent form, and children 
signed assent forms prior to participation. All participants 
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were verbally informed that they could stop the experi-
ment at any time.

2.2 | Procedure and measurements

2.2.1 | Baseline visit (t0)

At t0, participants completed a flanker task (Eriksen & 
Eriksen, 1974) while EEG was recorded. Levels of anxiety 
were assessed using parent self- reported questionnaires.

Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders 
(SCARED)
The SCARED questionnaire is a commonly used meas-
ure for the assessment of anxiety symptoms in children 
(Birmaher et al., 1997). The questionnaire consists of 41 
items assessing anxiety on five subscales related to specific 
clinical presentations: panic disorder, generalized anxiety 
disorder (GAD), separation anxiety disorder, social anxi-
ety disorder, and significant school avoidance. We used 
the parent version of the questionnaire (SCARED- P) 
completed by the parent who accompanied the child to 
the laboratory. Each statement is rated on a 3- point Likert 
scale, from 0 (‘not true or hardly ever true’) to 1 (‘some-
what true or sometimes true’) and 2 (‘very true or often 
true’). The maximum total anxiety score for each version 
is 82.

Flanker task
An arrow version of the flanker task was used to elicit 
error- related ERP and frequency activity (Eriksen & 
Eriksen,  1974). The task was presented on a computer 
screen in front of the child participants at approximately 
50 cm viewing distance. Five horizontal arrowheads were 
presented in each trial. In 40%–60% of the trials, all arrows 
were congruent, pointing in the same direction (‘<<<<<’ 
or ‘>>>>>’). In the remaining trials, the middle arrow 
was incongruent in its direction (‘<<><<’ or ‘>><>>’). 
The congruent and incongruent trials were randomly pre-
sented. Each stimulus was presented for 200 ms, followed 
by an inter- task interval (ITI) that varied in length from 
2300 to 2800 ms. Participants were instructed to press the 
right or the left mouse button according to the direction of 
the middle arrow.

Participants first completed a practice block of 30 tri-
als. They were asked to respond as quickly and as accu-
rately as possible. Following the practice, participants 
performed the task, comprising 11 blocks of 30 trials (total 
of 330 trials). After each block, participants received feed-
back based on their performance to ensure an adequate 
number of errors (Gehring et  al.,  2012). If the correct 
responses represented 75% of the total responses or less, 

they received the message ‘Please try to be more accurate’; 
if their performance exceeded 90% correct answers, the 
message ‘Please try to respond faster’ was displayed. All 
other conditions were followed by the message ‘You're 
doing a great job’.

EEG recording
Children's EEG was recorded using an elastic cap and 
an ActiveTwo BioSemi system (Biosemi, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands). A 32- channel electrode cap (AgAgCl elec-
trodes, Biosemi) was used based on a 10/20 electrode 
placement system, with two more electrodes on the right 
and left mastoids. The data were digitized at a 24- bit reso-
lution and sampled at a rate of 2048 Hz using a band- pass 
online filter of 0.16–100 Hz. Each active electrode was on-
line referenced to the Common Mode Sense (CMS) active 
electrode. Before starting the experiment, the impedance 
of all electrodes was kept below 25 kΩ.

2.2.2 | Visit 2 (t1)

About a year later (t1), during the first COVID- 19 lock-
down, parents completed online parent- report question-
naires on their child experience. These questionnaires 
measured anxiety levels and COVID- 19- related behaviors 
in their children, focusing on the children's negative emo-
tions, worries and stress- related symptoms.

Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders 
(SCARED)
Anxiety assessment (via the SCARED- P) followed the 
same procedure as at t0 (see above).

CoRonavIruS Health Impact Survey (CRISIS)
The CRISIS questionnaire was designed to measure the 
specific effects of the COVID- 19 pandemic on youth and 
adults (Nikolaidis et al., 2021). The original English ver-
sion was translated into Hebrew using a back- translation 
method. The survey has six parts that measure various 
aspects of the effect of the pandemic on youth: coronavi-
rus health exposure status; COVID- 19 particular worries; 
life changes due to the pandemic; mood states; daily be-
haviors; substance use. Caregivers are asked to rate mood 
states, daily behavior patterns, media use, and substance 
use for two time points: 3 months before the COVID- 19 
crisis and during the preceding 2 weeks. Two domains on 
the CRISIS questionnaire have shown excellent psycho-
metric properties and thus were used in our statistical 
analyses (Nikolaidis et al., 2021):

1. Emotions/worries (during the last 2 weeks of the lock-
down, and during the last 3 months before COVID- 19, 
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December 2019 until February 2020): These are mea-
sured by ten items describing emotional states and 
feelings. Parents are asked to rate their level of agree-
ment with each item on a 5- point Likert scale, from 1 
(‘not at all’) to 5 (‘extremely’). The score is computed 
by adding up the items' scores and ranges from 10 
(indicating lower levels of worries and negative emo-
tions) to 50 (indicating higher levels of worries and 
negative emotions). Examples include ‘How worried 
was your child generally?’; ‘How much was your child 
able to enjoy his/her usual activities?’; ‘How lonely 
was your child?’.

2. COVID- 19 particular worries (during the last 2 weeks 
of the lockdown): Parents are asked to rate how 
worried their child has been in various domains on 
a 5- point Likert scale, from 1 (‘not at all’) to 5 (‘ex-
tremely’). The score is obtained by summing up the 
individual item scores, and it ranges between 5 (sug-
gesting no worries) and 25 (suggesting extreme levels 
of worry). Examples include ‘How worried has your 
child been about being infected?’; ‘How worried has 
your child been about his/her physical health being 
influenced by Coronavirus/COVID- 19?’; ‘How wor-
ried has your child been about friends or family being 
infected?’

Additional subscales from the CRISIS questionnaire 
were not included in our analysis because of their lower 
internal consistency, as identified in a questionnaire val-
idation study (Nikolaidis et  al.,  2021). Therefore, it was 
not advisable to use these subscales or dimensions in our 
analysis.

2.3 | Data analysis

2.3.1 | Flanker task behavioral data

Behavioral measures included the accuracy of each par-
ticipant, expressed as a percentage of trials with correct 
responses, and average reaction times (RTs) in error and 
correct trials. To confirm the presence of standard flanker 
task effects, we computed mean accuracy as a function of 
trial congruency (congruent, incongruent), and we com-
puted mean RTs as a function of congruency (congruent, 
incongruent) and response accuracy (error, correct). To 
maintain consistency with the electrophysiological analy-
ses (and avoid confounding response accuracy and trial 
congruency), our analyses of post- error vs. post- correct 
behavior focused specifically on trials following incongru-
ent error/correct trials.

As response time distributions were positively skewed, 
all response times were transformed to the natural 

logarithm (ln) of the response time to approximate a nor-
mal distribution more closely (Buzzell, Beatty, et al., 2017). 
For convenience of interpretation, RT descriptive data are 
presented without ln transformation. Post Error Slowing 
(PES) was defined as the difference between the averaged 
RT for correct trials following errors and averaged RT for 
correct trials following correct responses in the incongru-
ent condition. Post Error Accuracy (PEA) was defined as 
the difference in accuracy for responses following errors 
and each individual's baseline accuracy for responses fol-
lowing correct trials (Beatty et al., 2020, 2021).

2.3.2 | EEG processing

EEG processing and analysis were performed using the 
FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld et  al.,  2011) and custom 
MATLAB scripts (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The data 
were lowpass filtered at 30 Hz and re- referenced to the 
average of the two mastoids. To correct for eye blinks 
and movements, we used an Independent Component 
Analysis (ICA) algorithm (Jung et al., 2000) on an identi-
cal copy of the raw data set (Winkler et al., 2015). First, 
we applied a 1- HZ high- pass filter and cut the data ar-
bitrarily into epochs of 1000 ms. Epochs with significant 
noise were detected and removed if after fast Fourier 
analysis, the power in the 20–40 Hz band was greater than 
30 dB or if raw voltage amplitude was ±1000 μV within a 
given epoch. If a channel contained more than 20% re-
jected data, the channel was removed entirely (Buzzell, 
Troller- Renfree, et al., 2017). We then ran ICA on the 1 Hz 
high- pass filtered data, using the Runica routine (Jung 
et al., 2000). Artifactual components representing blinks 
or saccades were detected manually by visual inspection 
(0 to 3 components for each participant). The ICA weights 
were then copied back to the original continuous data 
set (with 30 Hz low- pass filter), and all ICA components 
identified as artifacts were subtracted from the data and 
corrected.

For ERP, the data were segmented into epochs from 
500 ms before the response to 1000 ms following the re-
sponse (1.5 s) and then baseline- corrected in the time 
domain based on a 200 ms window between −500 and 
−300 ms before the response onset (Klawohn et al., 2020). 
For time- frequency representation and induced theta, 
the data were segmented into 4- s epochs (2000 ms be-
fore to 2000 ms after the response) to enable sufficient 
time- frequency resolution. Final artifact detection and 
rejection were conducted using an automated proce-
dure. Trials were rejected if one of the following criteria 
was detected: a voltage difference exceeding 300 μV; a 
voltage step of more than 50 μV between sample points; 
a maximum voltage difference of <0.5 μV within 100 ms 
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intervals (Meyer et  al.,  2012). Participants with more 
than 20% rejected data in the channels (Fz, Cz, Pz, FC1, 
and FC2) and time (500 ms before to 1000 ms following 
the response) of interest were excluded from analysis. 
Given the focus on error- related processing, and as er-
rors typically occur in incongruent trials in the flanker 
task (Eriksen & Eriksen,  1974), all EEG analyses fo-
cused exclusively on error/correct incongruent trials to 
avoid confounding congruency with response accuracy 
(Buzzell et al., 2019). Participants included in the anal-
ysis of ERPs had an average of 1.85% rejected error tri-
als (range: 0%–16.66%) and 1.81% rejected correct trials 
(range: 0%–20%). Participants included in the analysis of 
induced theta activity had an average of 1.88% rejected 
error trials (range: 0%–16.66%) and 1.77% rejected cor-
rect trials (range: 0%–20%).

2.3.3 | ERP analysis

The response- related ERPs were averaged separately 
for correct and error response trials (for incongruent 
trials only). ERN and CRN were calculated based on 
mean amplitude between 0 and 100 ms (Buzzell, Troller- 
Renfree, et al., 2017; Meyer, Carlton, et al., 2018). Error- 
related EEG activity tends to be maximal at FCz channel 
locations (Klawohn et al., 2020; Meyer et al., 2021; Olvet 
& Hajcak,  2008). However, the FCz channel was not 
included in the experiment's EEG system, so we used 
the average of frontocentral sites (Fz, Cz, FC1, and 
FC2) surrounding the FCz channel location (Buzzell, 
Troller- Renfree, et  al.,  2017; Klawohn et  al.,  2020). To 
isolate error- specific neural response, we have utilized 
regression- based difference scores (Meyer, Lerner, 
et al., 2017). First, we computed the ERNresid by retain-
ing the residual variance obtained from the regression 
using the CRN as a predictor of the ERN. Second, we 
computed CRNresid by using the residual variance ob-
tained from the regression using the ERN as a predictor 
of the CRN.

2.3.4 | Induced theta oscillation analysis

To isolate the activity of induced theta oscillation, we re-
moved the average ERP waveform (phase- locked activ-
ity) from each epoch of the EEG signal before running 
time- frequency analysis (Beatty et al., 2020, 2021; Cohen 
& Donner,  2013). To measure induced theta power, we 
ran a time- frequency analysis on trial- level data using 
convolution in the time domain, with a set of complex 
Morlet wavelets. The frequency of the wavelets ranged 
from 2 to 15 Hz, with a width of 4.5 for each frequency 

band, to achieve an adequate trade- off between temporal 
and frequency resolution (Cavanagh et al., 2009). Next, we 
baseline- corrected the data within the frequency domain 
to a time window between −500 and −300 ms before the 
response onset and performed a decibel conversion (dB) 
to normalize the data.

For the statistical analysis, we calculated condition- 
specific induced theta power based on the average, across 
trials, of power between −100 and 300 ms after the re-
sponse commission (Beatty et al., 2020) at pooled fronto-
central sites (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2) (Buzzell et al., 2020), 
within the 4–7 Hz frequency range. To isolate error- 
specific theta response, we have utilized regression- based 
difference scores (Meyer, Lerner, et  al.,  2017). First, we 
computed Induced error- related theta power (dB)resid by 
using the residual variance obtained from the regression 
using the induced theta in correct trials as a predictor of 
the induced theta in error trials. Second, we calculated the 
Induced correct- related theta power (dB)resid, by using the 
residual variance obtained from the regression using the 
induced theta in error trials as a predictor of the induced 
theta in correct trials.

2.3.5 | Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (ver-
sion 23).

Flanker task behavioral data (t0)
We performed preliminary analyses to assess overall task 
accuracy and to confirm the presence of standard flanker 
task congruency effects in the accuracy and RT data. We 
used a paired- sample t test to compare mean accuracy 
of congruent vs. incongruent. For RT, we employed a 
Congruency (congruent, incongruent) × Accuracy (error, 
correct) RM- anova to test for the expected significant 
main effects of congruency and accuracy. Paired- sample t 
tests were employed to compare mean accuracy following 
incongruent error/correct trials and to compare mean RT 
of correct trials following incongruent error/correct trials.

Flanker task EEG data (t0)
We conducted paired- sample t tests to examine differ-
ences in neural responses in error and correct trials in the 
flanker task. We also used Pearson's correlation to assess 
the association between all neural indices (induced theta 
and ERPs) and self- reported anxiety.

Using EEG indices (t0) to predict concurrent flanker task 
behavioral performance
We used Pearson's correlation to assess the association 
between all neural indices (induced theta and ERPs) 
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and behavioral performances and post- error behavioral 
adaptations.

Anxiety, negative emotions, and worries during 
COVID- 19 lockdown (t1)
To examine differences in self- reports before and during 
the lockdown, we conducted a paired- sample t test.

Using EEG indices (t0) to prospectively predict anxiety, 
negative emotions, and worries during COVID- 19 
lockdown (t1)
We used Pearson's correlation to assess the association 
between all neural indices at t0 (induced theta and ERPs) 
and later anxiety and negative emotions/worries at t1.

Examination of the moderating effect of age on the 
association between EEG indices (t0) and anxiety, 
negative emotions, and worries during COVID- 19 
lockdown (t1)
We conducted three moderation analyses wherein the 
relationship between error- related EEG indices at t0 
and anxiety and worry levels at t1 (using the CRISIS and 
SCARED questionnaires) was moderated by the age of the 
participants at t0. These were conducted using the SPSS 
Hayes macro PROCESS (Preacher & Hayes, 2004), model 
number 1, which provides an estimate of the indirect ef-
fect between the independent and dependent variables, an 
estimated standard error, and 95% confidence intervals for 
the population value of the indirect effect.

Internal consistency of self- reported questionnaires and 
EEG indices
We computed the internal consistency of self- reported 
questionnaires using Cronbach's alpha coefficients of 
the individual items constitute each subscale and total 
score. Detailed information on the internal consist-
ency of the self- reported questionnaires is presented in 
Table S5. We calculated the internal consistency of the 
EEG indices based on generalizability theory using the 
ERP Reliability Analysis (ERA) Toolbox version 0.5.2, 
employing Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simu-
lations with 3 chains and 10,000 iterations to estimate 
variance components (Clayson et  al.,  2021; Clayson & 
Miller, 2017a, 2017b). For the ERP and time- frequency 
indices of interest, we computed the minimal number of 
trials needed to achieve a reliability threshold of Φ (de-
pendability coefficient) >0.6, as well as overall Φ values 
for the sample included in all statistical analyses (after 
removing individuals with insufficient trials to achieve 
the reliability threshold). Identified trial thresholds 
(minimum needed to achieve reliability) were as fol-
lows: ERN, 13; CRN, 13; induced theta power in error 
trials, 17; induced theta power in correct trials, 49. After 

removing participants with insufficient trials, observed 
Φ coefficients and 95% credible intervals (CI) for the 
sample used in all subsequent statistical analyses were 
as follows: ERN, 0.83 (95% CI: 0.75–0.89); CRN, 0.93 
(95% CI: 0.91–0.96), induced theta power in error trials, 
0.79 (95% CI: 0.70–0.86), induced theta power in correct 
trials, 0.78 (95% CI: 0.68–0.85).

3  |  RESULTS

3.1 | Flanker task behavioral data (t0)

3.1.1 | Preliminary analyses

For the participants included in the behavioral analyses 
(following exclusion of participants with <50% accu-
racy), the overall task accuracy was 79.25%. As expected, 
a paired- sample t test demonstrated participants re-
sponded more accurately on congruent trials (M = 86.91%, 
SD = 9.13) than incongruent trials (M = 71.68%, 
SD = 12.41), t(62) = −12.69, p < .001. For RT, a Congruency 
(congruent, incongruent) × Accuracy (error, correct) RM- 
ANOVA yielded the expected significant main effect of 
congruency, F(1, 62) = 113.87, p < .001, η2 = 0.65, such that 
participants showed overall slower RTs in incongruent 
trials (M = 479.31 ms, SD = 102.15) than congruent tri-
als (M = 412.48 ms, SD = 96.36). Furthermore, a signifi-
cant main effect of accuracy emerged, F(1, 62) = 565.06, 
p < .001, η2 = 0.90; as expected, participants responded 
faster in error trials (M = 362.82 ms, SD = 84.85) than cor-
rect trials (M = 528.97 ms, SD = 117.79).

In line with previous findings (Buzzell, Richards, 
et al., 2017; Meyer et al., 2012), older children responded 
faster in both error and correct trials in the incongruent 
condition, r(63) = −.414, p < .001, r(63) = −.460, p < .001, 
respectively. Moreover, older children did not exhibit 
lower accuracy, r(63) = −.078, p = .541, suggesting more 
efficient performance.

3.1.2 | RT and accuracy following 
incongruent error/correct trials

Means and standard deviations for behavioral data fol-
lowing incongruent error/correct trials are presented in 
Table 1.

No significant differences emerged between RTs for cor-
rect trials following incongruent- error and incongruent- 
correct responses, t(62) = .727, p = .470, suggesting no 
specific post- error slowing (PES) effect at the group level. 
However, a significant difference emerged between accu-
racy following incongruent- error and accuracy following 
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8 of 17 |   SHNER- LIVNE et al.

incongruent- correct responses (Post- Error Accuracy 
(PEA)), t(62) = −2.264, p = .027.

3.2 | Flanker task EEG data: ERP domain 
(t0)

A paired sample t test revealed a significant difference be-
tween ERN and CRN, t(55) = −7.751, p < .001. As expected, 
ERN magnitude (M = 5.072, SD = 9.263) was larger (rela-
tively more negative) than CRN magnitude (M = 12.306, 
SD = 8.438); see Figure 1.

A negative correlation emerged between age and 
ERN residual scores (ERNresid) only at a trend level, 
r(56) = −.256, p = .057, such that older children exhibited 
more negative (increased magnitude) ERN (ERN<CRN).

3.3 | Flanker task EEG data: frequency 
domain (t0)

3.3.1 | Induced theta

A paired sample t test revealed an increase in induced 
theta power magnitude in response to error (M = 1.566, 

SD = 1.414) compared to correct trials (M = 0.263, 
SD = .893), t(54) = 7.824, p < .001; see Figure 2.

At t0, significant correlations emerged between age and 
induced theta power in error trials, and error- related in-
duced theta (expressed by the residual scores), r(57) = .501, 
p < .000, r(57) = .461, p < .000, respectively. Older children 
showed greater error- specific induced theta power.

3.4 | Using EEG indices (t0) to predict 
concurrent flanker task behavioral 
performance

First, we analyzed the association between brain indices 
and general performance during the task. As depicted in 
Table 2, smaller (more positive) ERNresid was associated 
with slower overall RT in error- trials. Furthermore, in-
duced theta power in error and correct incongruent tri-
als, and error- related theta using residual scores were 
negatively correlated with RT in both error and correct 
trials. Error- related theta activity was not associated with 
changes in overall accuracy, while enhanced theta in cor-
rect trials predicted worse accuracy rates. Such an associa-
tion might imply a less effective investment of cognitive 
resources, which in turn caused poorer performance.

Variables M SD

RT correct trials following incongruent- error trials 536.80 ms 137.13

RT correct trials following incongruent- correct trials 528.58 ms 121.39

Accuracy following incongruent- error trials 81.04% 12.71

Accuracy following incongruent- correct trials 83.86% 9.46

Abbreviation: RT, reaction time.

T A B L E  1  RT and accuracy following 
incongruent error/correct trials.

F I G U R E  1  (a) Difference in response- locked event- related potential during incongruent error and correct trials: ERN and CRN 
averaged across frontocentral electrodes FCz (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2) during the first 100 ms following response. (b) Average waveforms 
across all participants during incongruent error and correct trials in frontocentral electrodes (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2). (c) Topographic 
presentation of ERN snd CRN between 0 and 100 ms following response. Dashed rectangle denotes the time window used for statistical 
analyses of ERP (0–100 ms). White circle denotes the electrodes used for statistical analyses of ERP (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2).
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   | 9 of 17SHNER- LIVNE et al.

Second, we have analyzed the association between 
brain indices and post- response behavior during the 
task. On average, no significant effect of PES was identi-
fied. Therefore, we separately analyzed the link between 
error/correct theta and post- error/post- correct RT. For 
consistency, post- error and post- correct accuracy data 
were analyzed in the same way. Nonetheless, in the sup-
plemental materials, we provide a comprehensive explo-
ration of the data, including correlations of post- error 
slowing (PES) and post- error accuracy (PEA) difference 
scores with electrophysiological subtraction difference 
scores and correct- related theta activity and CRNresid. As 
depicted in Table 2, ERN/CRN/ERNresid did not correlate 
with any post- error/post- correct trial behavioral data. In 
contrast, induced theta power in error- incongruent trials 
negatively correlated with post- error response time (post- 
error speeding), although such relations were not specific 
to error and post- error trials, as similar associations were 
identified for correct and post- correct trials. To comple-
ment the analyses of ERN, CRN, and theta power in error 
and correct trials, we have added analyses of subtraction 
(error- correct) difference scores in the supplemental ma-
terials (see Table S3).

3.5 | Baseline anxiety symptoms (t0)

Children's levels of overall anxiety, as assessed by the 
SCARED questionnaire (M = 13.18, SD = 8.88, range: 
0–38), did not reach the clinical cutoff (>25), indicating 
relatively low levels of anxiety in the sample at t0. Neither 
ERN/CRN/ERNresid (all ps > .663) nor error/correct 

induced theta power or error- related theta residual scores 
(all ps > .103) were associated with the SCARED total 
score at baseline (t0).

3.6 | Anxiety, negative emotions, and 
worries during COVID- 19 lockdown (t1)

Children's levels of overall anxiety as assessed by the 
SCARED questionnaire were not significantly different be-
tween t0 (M = 14, SD = 8.88, range: 0–38) and t1 (M = 14.00, 
SD = 9.47, range: 0–42), t(39) = −1.487, p = .145. However, 
significant differences emerged in two of the SCARED 
subscales, GAD t(39) = −2.69, p = .010 and School 
t(39) = −2.97, p = .005, indicating an increase in symptoms 
in specific anxiety dimensions between t0 (GAD: M = 4.10, 
SD = 3.48; School: M = 0.45, SD = 0.84) and t1 (GAD: 
M = 5.3, SD = 3.88; School: M = 0.9, SD = 1.08). Of note, the 
school avoidance subscale of the SCARED exhibited low 
internal consistency (α = 0.524) at t1. Therefore, findings 
related to this subscale should be interpreted with cau-
tion. Detailed information on the internal consistency of 
the self- reported questionnaires is presented in Table S5.

Children's level of negative emotions/worries as as-
sessed by the CRISIS questionnaire (t1) was higher during 
the lockdown (M = 19.90, SD = 5.99, range: 10–32) than 
during the 3 months before the pandemic (M = 17.95, 
SD = 3.81, range: 10–26), t(39) = −2.28, p = .028, thus in-
dicating a situational increase in stress. Children's level 
of COVID- 19 specific worries as assessed by the CRISIS 
questionnaire (t1), ranged between 6 and 20 (M = 10.07, 
SD = 3.13, range: 6–20).

F I G U R E  2  (a) Difference in response- related induced theta (4–7 Hz) in incongruent error and correct trials, averaged across 
frontocentral electrodes surrounding FCz (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2) between −100 ms before the response and 300 ms following the response. 
(b) Time- frequency representations of incongruent error and correct trials in frontocentral electrodes (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2), with decibel 
normalization to a baseline window (−500 to −300 ms); 0 ms corresponds to the time of response. (c) Topographic presentation of induced 
theta activity (4–7 Hz) during error and correct trials between −100 and 300 ms following response. Black circle denotes the electrodes used 
for statistical analyses of the induced theta activity (Fz, Cz, FC1, and FC2).
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3.7 | Using EEG indices (t0) to 
prospectively predict anxiety, negative 
emotions, and worries during COVID- 19 
lockdown (t1)

As presented in Table  3, no significant correlations were 
found between ERN/CRN/ERNresid at baseline (at t0) and 
later SCARED or CRISIS questionnaire indices (at t1). In 
contrast, greater theta power in error trials (but not correct 
trials) at baseline (t0) correlated prospectively with fewer 
negative emotions/worries during the COVID- 19 lockdown. 
Similarly, greater theta power in error trials (but not correct 
trials) at baseline (t0) correlated prospectively with lower 
anxiety levels (SCARED- Total) assessed approximately 
1 year later (t1). Furthermore, greater error- related theta 
(using residual scores) in t0, predicted fewer COVID- 19 spe-
cific worries, and less negative emotions and worries during 
the lockdown. To complement the analyses of ERN, CRN, 
and theta power in error and correct trials, we have added 
analyses of subtraction (error- correct) difference scores in 
the supplemental materials (see Table S4).

For exploratory regression analysis examining the lon-
gitudinal association between error- related EEG indices 
and anxiety, negative emotions and worries during the 
lockdown (t1), see pp. 9–12 in the supplemental materials. 
Finally, Table  S6 presents correlations between all vari-
ables included in the current study.

3.8 | Examination of the moderating 
effect of age on the association between 
EEG indices (t0) and anxiety, negative 
emotions, and worries during COVID- 19 
lockdown (t1)

First, we examined the moderating effect of age on the 
associations between error- related induced theta (using 

residual scores) and anxiety levels during the COVID- 19 
lockdown period (measured by the SCARED total score 
at t1). In this analysis, we controlled for anxiety levels at t0 
(SCARED total score) and ERN residual scores (ERNresid). 
Results revealed a significant interaction effect, B = 2.342, 
F(1, 25) = 4.487, p = .044. Post- hoc analyses demonstrated 
that greater induced theta power during error trials was 
associated with lower anxiety symptoms in the young-
est group, B = −3.625, t = −2.274, p = .032 (i.e., around 
9.47 years, one standard deviation below the mean age), 
but not in the two older groups, B = −.705, t = −.582, 
p = .566, and B = 2.215, t = 1.081, p = .290, respectively. No 
interaction effect emerged when we examined the mod-
erating effect of age on the associations between ERNresid 
and anxiety levels during the COVID- 19 lockdown period 
while controlling for anxiety levels at t0 (SCARED total 
score) and error- related induced theta, F(1, 26) = .062, 
p = .806. See Figure 3.

Second, we examined the moderating effect of age 
on the associations between error- related induced theta 
(using residual scores) and COVID- 19 specific worries 
during the lockdown (measured by the CRISIS domain 
of COVID- 19 specific worries). The analysis controlled 
for the same variables as in the first model. The results 
revealed no significant interaction effect emerged F(1, 
25) = 2.283, p = .143. Furthermore, no interaction effect 
emerged when we examined the moderating effect of 
age on the associations between ERNresid and COVID- 19 
specific worries while controlling for anxiety levels at t0 
(SCARED total score) and error- related induced theta, 
F(1, 26) = .185, p = .671.

Third, we examined the moderating effect of age on 
the associations between error- related induced theta 
(using residual scores) and negative emotions and worries 
during the lockdown (measured by the CRISIS domain of 
negative emotions/worries in the last 2 weeks), while con-
trolling for the same variables as in the first two models. 

F I G U R E  3  (a) Moderation model: association between error- related induced theta residual scores and overall anxiety levels during the 
lockdown (t1) is moderated by age. (b) Post- hoc analysis: correlation between error- related theta overall anxiety levels during the lockdown 
(t1) are moderated by age.
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The results revealed no significant interaction effect F(1, 
25) = .274, p = .605. Furthermore, no interaction effect 
emerged when we examined the moderating effect of age 
on the associations between ERNresid and negative emo-
tions and worries during the lockdown while controlling 
for anxiety levels at t0 (SCARED total score) and error- 
related induced theta, F(1, 26) = .131, p = .721.

4  |  DISCUSSION

The study had two primary goals: first, to test in a youth 
sample how the ERN and induced error- related theta 
power relate to in- task changes in behavior; second, to 
determine how these two electrophysiological indices of 
error monitoring relate to levels of anxiety, worries and 
negative emotions during the first COVID- 19 lockdown. 
To these ends, in a sample of children aged 8 to 13 years, 
we measured induced error- related theta and ERN at one 
time point (t0, before COVID- 19) and examined their as-
sociations with concurrent behavioral performances on 
the same task (t0) and their prospective relations with 
anxiety symptomology during real- life situational stress 
a year later (t1, during COVID- 19 lockdown). We found 
that enhanced error- related theta was associated with 
changes in concurrent, in- task behavior (speeding in RT 
in error and correct trials), while blunted ERNresid was 
associated with slower RT only in error trials. Moreover, 
induced error- related theta, not ERN, was prospectively 
associated with less anxiety and worries during situational 
stress a year later during the lockdown. This association 
was moderated by age such that increased error- related 
theta predicted lower anxiety levels only among younger 
participants. Collectively, these data demonstrate ERN 
and error- related theta capture dissociable aspects of error 
monitoring in youth, with error- related theta more closely 
linked to in- task performance in the lab and to lower lev-
els of anxiety and worry in real- world settings, at least 
among younger participants.

Previous research conducted on adults has consistently 
demonstrated a strong association between error- related 
theta power and changes in behavior following errors 
(response time and/or accuracy), while the error- related 
negativity (ERN) has been found to be less consistently as-
sociated with post- error behavior (Beatty et al., 2020, 2021; 
Valadez & Simons, 2018; Weinberg et al., 2012). However, 
our study focusing on youth only partially supports these 
findings. We did not find any associations between error- 
related EEG indices and error- specific changes in response 
time or accuracy. Instead, we observed that induced theta 
activity was generally linked to faster response times in 
both error and correct trials, while ERN was only asso-
ciated with response time in error trials. These findings 

align with recent studies that have shown an association 
between theta activity and faster response times in chil-
dren (Chevalier et al., 2021), and between induced error- 
related theta and post- error speeding in adults (Beatty 
et  al.,  2021). These results suggest that ERN and error- 
related theta reflect different aspects of error monitor-
ing and have distinct patterns of association with in- task 
performance. However, mixed findings in post- response 
behavioral changes may also be influenced by method-
ological differences such as task- specific demands, in-
structions, or analysis methods (Schroder et  al.,  2020). 
Therefore, while our study provides new insights into the 
association between error- related theta and task perfor-
mance in youth, caution is advised in interpreting these 
results.

Differences between induced error- related theta ac-
tivity and ERN were also apparent in predicting levels 
of anxiety and worries a year later during the COVID- 19 
lockdown. Children who exhibited more induced error- 
related theta activity showed fewer worries and less 
anxiety a year later. Furthermore, error- related induced 
theta predicted lower overall anxiety particularly among 
younger participants. In contrast, ERN did not predict 
change in anxiety symptomology and worries, which is 
inconsistent with our initial hypothesis and with previous 
research. One plausible explanation for the lack of asso-
ciation involving ERN could be the exclusion of partici-
pants who met the diagnostic criteria for anxiety disorders 
from our study sample. Excluding individuals with anxi-
ety disorders may have reduced sample variability, poten-
tially limiting our ability to detect the effects of interest. 
Nonetheless, these findings are broadly in line with pre-
vious studies highlighting that error- related theta activity 
reflects a different neurocognitive mechanism than ERN 
and is linked to more preferable behavioral performance, 
such as increased accuracy (Beatty et  al.,  2020, 2021). 
Together, higher error- related induced theta may signify 
an enhanced ability to recognize the need for control or 
the direct implementation of control. This could result in 
more efficient responses to unfavorable situations, which, 
in turn, could lead to a lesser increase in anxiety and wor-
ries during stressful life events.

Prior research has examined how ERN retrospec-
tively relates to stressful life events, finding that a history 
of adverse life experiences is associated with enhanced 
ERN (Banica et  al.,  2022; Lackner et  al.,  2018; Mehra 
et  al.,  2022; Wu et  al.,  2021). Moreover, ERN has been 
found to prospectively relate to internalizing symptoms 
following a real- life stressful event (Meyer, Danielson, 
et  al.,  2017) and the emergence and increase of anxiety 
disorders and symptoms (Meyer et al., 2015, 2021; Meyer, 
Nelson, et al., 2018) Nonetheless, such associations with 
stressful life events and/or anxiety have not commonly 
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been studied in relation to error- related theta activity. 
Two previous studies examined total theta activity (with-
out differentiating between phase- locked and non- phase- 
locked activity) in clinical populations of adults with 
GAD (Cavanagh et al., 2017) and youth with OCD (Suzuki 
et al., 2023), although relations with stressful life events 
were not considered. These studies reported findings that 
may initially appear contradictory to our results, demon-
strating enhanced theta activity in clinical samples com-
pared to healthy controls. However, it is important to note 
that, when considering the potential moderating role of 
age, results of the current study and prior work may ac-
tually be complementary: we found that error- induced 
theta activity was only associated with reduced anxiety 
among younger participants. To our knowledge, our study 
is the first to explore the relationship between induced 
error- related theta activity and future levels of anxiety 
and worries during real- life stressful situations, while also 
examining the potential moderating role of age in such 
relations.

Our initial findings suggest that the relations between 
induced error- related theta activity and anxiety levels var-
ies depending on age. Specifically, we observed that an 
increase in error- related theta at t0 predicted lower anx-
iety levels approximately a year later, during t1, but only 
among younger participants (i.e., around 9.47 years old, 
one standard deviation below the mean age). Interestingly, 
we found a non- significant association in the opposite di-
rection among the oldest group (i.e., around 11.97 years 
old, one standard deviation above the mean age). These 
results are in line with previous research demonstrating 
a developmental shift in the nature of relations between 
error monitoring (as indexed via the ERN) and norma-
tive variations in anxiety symptoms (for a review, see 
Meyer,  2017). For example, a study examining children 
aged 8–13 years from a community sample reported that 
only among older children an increase in ERN (more neg-
ative ERN) was associated with more anxiety symptoms 
but not among the younger age group (Meyer et al., 2012). 
Similar findings on the moderating effect of age emerged 
in an additional study employing older adolescents (ages 
13–15 years) (Weinberg et  al.,  2016). Thus, although the 
current study identified several differences between in-
duced error- related theta activity and ERN, at a broader 
level, we also observed developmental similarities in how 
error- related theta relates to anxiety, when compared with 
prior ERN work.

Speculatively, there are at least two possible explana-
tions for the developmental shift in associations between 
error- related theta and anxiety. First, error monitoring 
and cognitive control are known to exhibit protracted de-
velopment across childhood and adolescence (Bethlehem 
et  al.,  2022; Buzzell, Richards, et  al.,  2017; Tamnes 

et al., 2013). Thus, during earlier stages of development, 
when normative levels of error- related theta are presum-
ably lower, individuals exhibiting levels of theta higher 
than their peers may be more likely to do so at a level 
that still falls within the normative range for error- related 
theta. However, during later stages of development, when 
normative levels of error- related theta are presumably 
higher, individuals with theta levels higher than their 
peers may also be more likely to exceed a normative range 
of error- related theta that might result in “overcontrol”. 
Consistent with this interpretation, prior work has shown 
that higher error- related theta is associated with in-
creased anxiety among older youth and adults (Cavanagh 
et al., 2017; Suzuki et al., 2023). A second possible expla-
nation, in line with similar arguments by Meyer (2017) on 
changing relations between ERN and anxiety with age, 
posits that this developmental shift reflects a change in 
the nature of anxiety across development. That is, while 
in early childhood, normative fears often involve external 
threats such as darkness or separation, as children grow, 
their concerns shift towards social evaluation, competi-
tion, and a focus on one's own performance, potentially 
leading to increased error sensitivity and stronger associa-
tions with neural responses to errors (Meyer, 2017). These 
two possibilities are not mutually exclusive and both may 
explain the developmental shift in associations between 
error- related neural responses (theta, ERN) and anxiety. 
Given the novelty of our findings and their exploratory na-
ture, it is crucial to replicate and further examine similar 
developmental differences in larger samples to better un-
derstand the associations between induced error- related 
theta, ERN, and anxiety.

Together with other recent studies, our findings high-
light the unique role of error- related theta in predicting 
behavioral performance in relation to standard laboratory 
tasks and clinical symptomology in real- world settings. 
Furthermore, our data suggest that in contrast to the 
well- established notion that enhanced ERN reflects a risk 
factor for anxiety in response to stressful life events, error- 
related theta may be associated with lower levels of anxi-
ety and worries, at least in youth populations. Building on 
these findings, possible implications for future research 
are worth mentioning. Measuring an individual's induced 
error- related theta levels during laboratory tasks may have 
the potential to identify individuals who may be prone to 
experience enhanced anxiety and worries during real- life 
stress. This is particularly relevant for pediatric popula-
tions, as the frontal cortex, which underlies error moni-
toring and cognitive control more generally, undergoes 
protracted development across adolescence and into early 
adulthood (Bethlehem et  al.,  2022; Buzzell, Richards, 
et  al.,  2017; Tamnes et  al.,  2013). Although our current 
sample had relatively low self- reported anxiety scores, it 
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is possible that enhanced anxiety and worries during pe-
riods of stress and unpredictability might persist and pose 
a risk for developing anxiety disorders, at least among 
some individuals. However, as no studies have examined 
induced error- related theta among clinical populations, 
further research is needed to fully understand the clini-
cal implications. Because the COVID- 19 lockdowns were 
unique and unprecedented, future studies should examine 
the implication of other acute situations that share simi-
lar characteristic with the COVID- 19 pandemic within 
clinical and developmental populations. For example, 
situations that produce elevated stress, drastic changes in 
daily life routines, or create conditions of social isolation. 
Furthermore, error- related theta could potentially serve as 
a neural target among clinical populations and in future 
might inform the development of novel, brain- based ther-
apeutics that seek to directly modulate error- related theta 
through neural feedback or stimulation- based approaches 
(Grover et al., 2021; Reinhart, 2017; Reinhart et al., 2015).

Of note, work is already underway to employ ERN as 
an index of error monitoring to identify individuals at 
heightened risk for anxiety and/or to leverage ERN as a 
marker of clinical change (Meyer, 2022). Our results sug-
gest the assessment of error- related theta could comprise 
a complementary tool in the development of novel assess-
ment, intervention, or treatment approaches for pediatric 
anxiety. However, considering the novelty of our find-
ings, the unusual circumstances during COVID- 19 first 
lockdowns and the lack of similar research focusing on 
clinical populations, future studies employing other acute 
real- life events are needed.

Our study has two main limitations. First, the follow- up 
measurement (t1) was conducted online during the first 
COVID- 19 lockdown in Israel. Due to COVID- 19 restric-
tions and the limited time for data collection, the t1 sample 
size is relatively small. Second, given the exploratory nature 
of the study, our results should be interpreted with cau-
tion. The relatively small sample size yields limited power 
to investigate possible moderating effects of age or other 
demographic characteristics. Future work should seek to 
replicate and extend our findings with larger samples of 
children and adolescents using prospective designs in dif-
ferent real- life stressful contexts. Such work may further 
delineate the communalities of and differences between 
error- related theta and ERN, including their associations 
with anxiety and worries during real- life situations.

In conclusion, although ERN and induced error- related 
theta are both electrophysiological measures associated 
with error monitoring in youth, they are fundamentally 
dissociable constructs exhibiting qualitatively distinct re-
lations with changes in behavior both in the laboratory 
and in real- world settings. Induced error- related theta is 
associated with concurrent, changes in performance in 

a laboratory task, and prospectively associated with less 
anxiety and worries during stressful circumstances in 
real- life settings. Such findings may have clinical implica-
tions in terms of providing brain- based methods to iden-
tify at- risk populations and informing novel, brain- based 
therapeutics for pediatric anxiety disorders.
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